TRADE girls

WHY DO SO FEW YOUNG WOMEN BECOME AUTO MECHANICS, PLUMBERS AND ELECTRICIANS? IT COULD BE BECAUSE OF PREJUDICE, STEREOTYPING AND LACK OF SUPPORT.

SEE PAGE 10.

INSIDE

PORTLAND SCHOOL COMMITTEE'S SECRET PLAN TO GRAB BENEFITS OR PAY HIKE
PORTLAND'S SECRET HANGOUT FOR BANDS
PORTLAND'S SECRET HAUNTINGS
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Cosmotech School of Cosmetology aims to redefine the standard of what a cosmetology school can offer its students. As a student, you can expect a state-of-the-art, professional facility with a small school atmosphere and the most advanced curriculum designed to equip our students with the tools necessary to be successful in their chosen profession.

Cosmotech School of Cosmetology
1527 Forest Avenue, Portland, Maine 04103
797-9016

Latin Explosion
Atlantic Chamber Orchestra
with guest artists Gel & Yento

Martial Arts Is A “TREAT” For KIDS

At Plastic & Hand, unusual treatment is just the beginning. Our licensed medical aesthetic, Aisha, works closely with our physicians to bring you the most aggressive developments in medical-grade care for the skin.

Skin Evaluation and Product Consultation
Skin Rejuvenation
Product Application
Skin Toning

Aisha Loveitt, Medical Aesthetician

What Is the Show?
There are different things I do. Rick Adams is a clown-ventriloquist. That's one part of my double life. I am also a singer-songwriter and just go under the name 'Adam.' I am finding the balance and movement to make my music so that it has a little punch.

What gets wrapped up for one of your shows?
For One Man Band! a homemade accordion, telephone, an alarm clock and over 40 other bells, whistles and other gadgets that together weigh over 50 pounds.

What drives you to do what you do?
I have always tried to reach people emotionally in different ways. I have worked with hand shadows at different times or the musical saw to touch people's hearts. When people hear a song that flies, they have an emotional reaction that is beyond entertainment. It is personal and it touches their heart.

Where did you make your musical start?
There was a youth center in Pawtucket, R.I., where I was starting to do Shakespeare and music. It gave me something to do during the hard times.

Who are your musical influences?
There range from Spike Jones in the '30s and '40s - a guy who did wacky ventriloquist music - to Bill Hiatt, the Beatles, to music of today with David Wilcox and Ani Difranco.

When does a normal show become a great show?
A good performance will teach fans a whole spectrum of emotions: funny, exciting, angry and the feeling of love.

How do schoolchildren react to your performances?
I have had kids come up and give interviews about shows they had seen in their life ranging from drugs and alcohol to sexual abuse. One kid was experiencing with blowing things up through manufacturing hand grenades and land mines.

You must have a lot of endurance to keep up for your live acts.
Singing has always been a form of entertainment. It has gotten me through the hard times.
FINER POINTES
Childrens - Adults
DANCE SHOP
• Great fitting Leotards
• 51 I Congress Street,
Portland • 772-8180 •
Tights & Stuff
• Tap Shoes-
• Jazz Shoes
S 00
Advance Tickets: Afternoon: $12 and $17, Evening: $17
Festival Hotline: 207-771-7571
www.mainebrew.com

One clear moment
Digital television is a complex and intricate process that involves opening huge amounts of public money to make your current TV set useless. Given the quality of regulation the
ing the means of the public airwaves, the public will not like to
take the risk of losing the quality of programming they are
enjoying if they do not.

If you think that the federal government had decided to throw everyone in America to try to make
a movie, it would be a sure thing. If they just spent their money wisely and built a system
that worked, there would be no need for Congress to
force the Federal Communications Commission, which
already controls TV stations to convert from their current analog broadcasts to digital signals.

Maine stations are supposed to start digital broadcasting in 2002, but
will only allow for four channels to be shown on one technology.

Why not sell the FCC on digital TV, which will be
worth $25 billion, but also make it work?

Digital TV is supposed to provide a price in

and the price of a converter box

doesn't have to be $100 in a few years, but
the usual cost is likely to be more than
that. There's a chance it will be $10,000 for a digital

This is not a new trend.

MPBS couldn't afford the modest additional cost. The price tag for

The sweep of drama, huge draping

arrives unhemmed

below the knee in

front and midcalf in

back.

The hood lining is

velvet to

match facings, double button

hood that is lined in velvet to

wear. One size

gant and easy to

sweat.

www.bts.edu

Jesus on Life's Journey
The gate is wide and the road is easy that leads to destruction, and the door is narrow and the road is hard that leads to life.

For more information visit: www.uccnet.org

AIDS Volunteers Needed
Foundation training for interested volunteer work with Montserrat AIDS Support Services/Red Ribbon Program, Pheobe House, AIDS Lodging House, Training to take place at First Parish Unitarian Universalist at 503 Congress Street in Portland on Saturday, October 25, 8:30 am to 4:00 pm.

Care of the Earth: a lecture series
Gaps and Jokes
Our wooden Clock is a full
week of storms, huge shaping
ttoss that tends to make
matchless. Division, elation,
without the help of the new
colors of the year.
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Get Fit! Get Real!

Your gym might offer an aerobic class with kickers, or you may have bought the informational tapes. But this High-Energy, Sweat-pumping, triple-fat-burning, ultimate workout is real...

REAL Self Defense!
REAL Martial Arts Instructors!
REAL Results!
REAL Art Fun!

Only at Fournier’s Olympic Karate
Kardio Kickbox

Hottest workout in the State

Call: 977-0990 today

PORTLAND MUSEUM OF ART
Seven Congress Square • Portland, ME 04101 • (207) 775-6188

JAZZ

Breakfasts
Sundays in October and November
10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
Biscuits & gravy Brekkets are available from the Museum Café
Enjoy great music, food, and visit the Museum galleries.

October
24 Larry Williams Trio
31 Bob Johnson Trio
November
7 bebop Jazz Ensemble
14 Fryeburg Academy
21 Port City Jazz
28 Mark Kleinhaut
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Enjoy great music, food, and visit the Museum galleries.
a la carte breakfasts are available from the Museum Cafe!

November
Breakfast Menu Served All Day and Night

Ruski’s
If you’re kicking back when the sun is kicking in...

2 HAPPY HOURS: 5-7 PM For Shift Workers
4-7 pm Well Drinks $2.75
Ruski’s is not just for breakfast anymore.

- DOUBLE DISHES -

- BACON DINNER SPECIAL -
- BACON MAKES EVERYTHING BETTER -

- BREAKFAST BURST -
- BACON MAKE EVERYTHING BETTER -

- WINGS BY THE DOZEN SPECIAL -

212 Danforth Street
Portland, Maine
Accepting all major credit cards.

- MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL - 2 FOR 1 PIZZA -
- TRY OUR NEW ITEMS INCLUDING HOOKER PALE ALE ORANGE OR ROASTED SODA & COTTON BURGERS -

- Rosies dishes out some fantastic fare.
- Three stars for food - three and a half for service.
- Bystanders are likely to become accustomed to your constant chatter. This is not a bad thing.
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We want more

Portland School Committee holds closed-door meeting to discuss giving itself benefits or a pay raise

BY CONNIE PELLICIO

Free Press Staff Writer

The Portland School Committee voted to go into executive session at its meeting on Monday night to discuss giving itself a raise or some other form of benefit.

The decision to go into executive session, which was made by a 4-1 vote, was the subject of much debate and discussion among committee members.

Portland Mayor Charlie Hurley, who has long been critical of the school district's pay scale, expressed concern about the committee's decision.

"This is not a good use of taxpayers' money," Hurley said. "I think it's important for the committee to be transparent about its decisions.

"It's important for the public to know what's going on," he added.

The committee voted 4-1 to go into executive session. Members voting in favor included Richard Sabin, Herb Adams, Erik Richard and Mary Mary. Member Herb Adams, who was absent from the meeting, was not present to vote on the issue.

The vote was made by a 4-1 margin, with members voting in favor of the motion and one member against.

The motion to go into executive session was made by committee member Erik Richard, who said the committee had been discussing the issue for several weeks and that it was time to make a decision.

"I think it's important for the committee to be transparent about its decisions," Richard said.

"We've been talking about this for a long time," he added.
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wanted to come to PATHS. Since I needed was not. Pursuing her career goal by a guidance counselor who thought it wasn't feminine. Unfortunately, Brown's battle to get the training she wanted isn't unusual. "Basically, her decision was easy. Persuading the educational system to give her the technical training she refused to be dissuaded by that kind of institutionalized sexism. Today, she's a second-year automotive student at PATHS, said she too was discouraged from [T]raining comes from their peers. Girls who want to think that there are "disproportionately very few women in precision production, craft, and repair occupations, which are relatively well-paying." It's late in the afternoon and Brown is knee deep in trouble. There's a lot more opportunity for, I believe, for women, emerging growth since then, but who also desenvolved in English, rather than roots, to fight the perception that only less intelligent girls would pass a two-year college for trade school.

SUGAR AND SALT AND EVERYTHING NICE

Cal Chaplin, the principal of PATHS, said despite having grown up in a traditional, some even call it old-fashioned, community, there are actually studying nontraditional vocations. Thirty-nine of the students at PATHS, cred- The PATHS less traveled
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TRADE GIRLS

not across the board and it's not in the schools. Educators need to Project at SMTC, said the cure for the problem isn't simple. Bromley reminded of how few females are listed in the question "What's going on here?" she said.

"It's a problem currently existing for a state to license to operate, and the Sousa family was created to pass this career to female mechanics. Being exposed, said and allowed to participate in diagnosing engine problems helped her develop her analytical skills. Although she never was a welder, she might never have discovered an aptitude for that trade.

"We have a库里 of knowledge about the lack of girls interested in the girls are saying give us more workers."

"Though organizations like Women's Technical College, PATHS and the Girls for Equity Project attempt to educate employers and high school faculty about the need for more women in the trades," Bromley said. "We've got a库里 of knowledge about the lack of girls interested in the trades."

whether or not young women interested in vocational careers, girls are saying give us more workers."

"We've got a库里 of knowledge about the lack of girls interested in the trades."

"Not to criticize the people who excluded me or anything."

"Melissa knows a lot. She knows more than us. She doesn't mind getting dirty or doing anything."

"I'd say the best person here is Melissa Brown, who's currently studying for a state license to inspect cars, said chap, and what's left amounts to "shots in the dark."

"There are ways girls can do anything they want to."

"People should understand that schools with staff who treat you like just girls and they treat me no different. They all help me out, they don't exclude me or anything."
14) CASCO BAY WEEKLY

Don’t wait for trouble

Officer Robert Doherty called for backup based on the fact that the three men he stopped happened to be black, as a former New England Patriot. Chris, do you know what someone, right? Just ask Nicole Brown. There are three good-sized guys in a car you stop. Just in case? That is different than calling for backup. Use your head and ask if another officer can head your way. Anyone who knows Doherty knows he doesn’t call for backup and he isn’t racist.

posta

members could get city medical benefits, or failing that, the possibility of a pay raise this meeting behind closed doors? Compensation without public input. Last fall, the committee attempted to hike the property of some City Councilors. But the School Committee’s contempt for the democratic process has got to stop. I wasn’t called.

In summary, I’d just like to say that tickets’ contempt is one thing. The decision of what goes into my body for treatment or otherwise should be mine. Stop laughing.

CBW

In the first paragraph, I am confused. Whalen continues, "You barely have contempt of any kind?" Actually, I couldn’t stop laughing. His diatribe continues with knocking generalities and veiled assumptions that do not add up to contempt. In the second paragraph, I am confused as well. It’s not easy to keep up with whatever it is he’s denouncing.

CBW

In the first paragraph, I am confused. What does Whalen mean when he says, "I’m confused as well. It’s not easy to keep up with whatever it is he’s denouncing." I begin to chuckle at this point as I begin reading the next paragraph. Whalen seems to be using the word "contempt" to describe someone he doesn’t like. I begin to wonder if he is aware of the words he is using.
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Arts, Entertainment, Weirdness

**Rock 'n' roll honeycomb**

Prime Artist Rehearsal Studios buzzes with local music.

---

**Keeper of the Key: Jeff Davison at Prime Artist Rehearsal Studios.**

**Balmoral**

The year is 2122 AD. Anthropologists are shuffling their enormous boxes and wading through the heady vapor that fills Prime Artist Studios. The boxes are enormous, nearly as large as a sofa, and are filled with artifacts and documents of unknown origin. The air is thick with the scent of ancient history and ancient technologies.

**Prime Artist Rehearsal Studios**

From the outside, Prime Artist looks like a warehouse, but inside, it's a hive of activity. Musicians from all over the world come to Prime Artist to practice their craft. The studio is buzzing with the sound of guitars, drums, and keyboards. The walls are lined with equipment, and the floor is covered in musical instruments.

**Getting started**

Davison, the founder of Prime Artist, is a man of many talents. He is a musician, an engineer, and a scholar. He started Prime Artist as a way to bring people together who share a love for music. Davison believes that music is a powerful force that can bring people together and make the world a better place.

**Prime Artist offers musicians a variety of options.**
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When Motörhead bassist Lemmy Kilmister got carried away from the band’s tour bus in the mid-70s, he contemplated names for his new group. When ‘Bastard’ got rejected as too onomatopoeic, Kilmister settled on the present moniker, though Motörhead were still liable to carry the stigma. Motörhead continues to deliver Mantle of Words live without any writing titles as the 'Aces of Spades,' followed by 'Overkill,' 'Overkill,' and 'Overkill.' - Organizational. They performed with various. A one-night band, Motörhead learned, at Tivoli Oct. 25 at the 127 Street St. Rotterdam, of a pm The $17.50-$20.72 827-4100.
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**THURSDAY-SATURDAY, OCTOBER 21-23**

**JEFF COHEN**

Get some small gifts from the Old World, or check out the local shops and studios of the Portland Art District.

**THURSDAY, OCTOBER 21**

**"TWO BUMS, A BROAD (AND A TAPAS BAR)!"**

Anyone can be a poet, you say? Actually, it doesn’t work that way. It takes dedication, more work than they only did it to shut you up. Local poets Chris Barry, Russ Sargent and Tanya Whiton will read. The St. Lawrence Arts Centre Gallery, 140 Water St., Portland, at 7:30 p.m. Tix: $8. 772-7696.

**FRIDAY, OCTOBER 22**

**KEB' MO'**

Kevin Maroney knows the power of the apostrophe. In August he was premiering new work to Artistic Director of The Portland Opera, Karen Brown. Now he’s ready to perform the piece in his full glory. The evening is part of the Portland Opera’s 50th anniversary season. The program includes a new work for solo voice, and the Portland Opera Chorus.

**SATURDAY, OCTOBER 23**

**ATLANTIC CHAMBER ORCHESTRA**

The Atlantic Chamber Orchestra is a unique group of musicians capable of playing both Manuel de Falla inspired "La Vida Breve" and Ricky Martin’s insipid "La Vida Loca." For the first event of the season, "Latin Explosion! A Hot-Blooded Evening of Latin-Flavored Music, Food and Drink: the 36-piece orchestra will be joined by the Latin-via-Boston group Sol y Canto to perform a variety of edible exports from Latin America and plenty of opportunities to dance the calories away. $23. 780-9677.

**MEDESKI MARTIN & WOOD**

Stills, Nash & Young, Medeski Martin & Wood often perform with a fourth member - DJ Logic - on turntables. He'll get his own turn when his Project Mental group, composed of keyboardist John Medeski, drummer Billy Martin and bassist Chris Wood, lay down catchy grooves instead. Like Crosby, Stills, and Nash, Logic opens the show. Figure it out at the State Theatre, 609 Congress St., Portland, at 7:30 p.m. Tix: $20. 775-3331.

**QUICK PICKS**

**FR., OCT. 22**

"Have a great time on eight sides during "The Art of the Octagon," Munjoy Hill's annual neighborhood block party, with music, dance, crafts, kids' activities and more. On Congress Street (between North Street and Merrill Street), Portland, at noon. Free. 772-7696.

"Listen with your mouth full (it's OK) at Local 188, 188 Portland St., Portland, at 7:30 p.m. Tix: $16.50-$22. 523.50. 775-3331 or 761-1545.

**SAT., OCT. 23**

"Release your metal emotions at COlepitt's CD release party with 69 Gig, Gangsta Bitch Barbie and Twitchboy on Sat., Oct. 23 at Asylum, 121 Center St, Portland (5 p.m.). $5). 772-8274.

"Release your rocks when rockers Riot Act release their new CD on Sat. Oct. 23 at Stone Coast Brewing Company, 14 York St, Portland (10 p.m.). $5. 773-2337.

**SOUND BITES**

"Pick up Shannon Curfman's CD Loud & Disorderly when she performs at a concert benefitting Gay & Lesbian Advocates and Defenders on Sat., Oct. 23 at the First Unitarian Church, 415 Congress St., Portland at 7 p.m. Tix: $8-$10. 523-6058 or 775-3380.

"Release your rage and energy at Copley's CD release party with Empire, Campfire Drift and Second Act on Sat., Oct. 23 at Asylum, 121 Centre St, Portland at 7 p.m. Tix: $5.

"Release your emotions at Celtics' CD release party with Fogg, Campfire Drift and Second Act on Oct. 23 at Asylum, 121 Centre St, Portland at 7 p.m. Tix: $5.

"Release your stress and the stress of others when you watch "Relaxer on the Oregon," Moosica Hill's annual neighborhood block party, with music, crafts, kids', animals and more. On Congress Street (between North Street and Merrill Street), Portland, at 7 p.m. 772-7696.

"Release your mellow vibes at Celtipal's CD release party with Empire, Campfire Drift and Second Act on Sat., Oct. 23 at Asylum, 121 Centre St, Portland at 7 p.m. Tix: $5.

"Release your stress and the stress of others when you watch "Relaxer on the Oregon," Moosica Hill's annual neighborhood block party, with music, crafts, kids', animals and more. On Congress Street (between North Street and Merrill Street), Portland, at 7 p.m. 772-7696.

**MON., OCT. 25**

"Tarpigh creates a soundtrack and a movie in your head on Sun., Oct. 24 at Cafe Uffa, 190 State St., Portland (6:30 p.m.). Donation. 775-3380.
BUT SOMETHINGS GOING TO BE DIFFERENT
THEATER
AND WE'LL ACT THAT WAY IF WE WANT TO
DECADES OF DANCE IS FROM YEARS OLD,
SAME

GoodFoodCu-

Preppy Jeff. TImothy's Fag Friend. Diane (the Hooker) or Bull (the Fisherman). Since Dirty Renee and Raspy Robin have found another place to spread disease. Guido and his mobster friends have been forced to relocate to another hideout. Moses has led his people elsewhere.

Another with the same name described. simply. as "whore." There may be any number of "Dirty Johns," but "Dirty John - Loser" is barred . Before you invite your friend known locally as "The Three Doors of Death." Located within spitting distance of each other. There are three doors.

Once you're kicked out of John Guinn's Portland pub. you're barred for life (bar­ the pub for eight

iting fish population. As laws to protect depleted stocks deplete the number of fishing

replaced by the Portland Pirates.

It's bright. clean and free of the musty reek of dried Bud one can catch just walk­

and hang out on the stairs . The husbands

she's not sneaking shots out of the whiskey bottle, but her finger tips are dulling her will to live.

But this isn't a story of tragedy. It's the story of a family - a family that's been through a lot and come out the other side stronger. It's a story of survival. And it's a story of hope.

John Guinn has owned

with his carcinogenic death-butt. Luckily. he left before anyone keeled over.

These days the pub attracts as many doctors and lawyers as people who need them .

Guinn doesn't need to smear lamb's blood on his door to keep death away. He's his own St. Peter, keeping obvious troublemakers from entering and raising hell. It's been

JOHN "STUBBY" FIVE

PHOTO

"The Secret and the Problem: Fishbones" is an absurdist play set in a prison. The action is divided into four acts, each of which is separated by a monologue delivered by one of the inmates. The play is a commentary on the nature of power and control, and the ways in which it can be used to manipulate and control others.

MAD HORSACR: "AMAZING GRACE"

"AMAZING GRACE" is a tragicomic play that explores the life of a former gangster who is forced to confront his past and come to terms with his past actions.

DANCE INTERNATIONAL BAND: "DANCE INTERNATIONAL BAND"

"DANCE INTERNATIONAL BAND" is a high-energy dance band that performs a variety of styles, from rock and roll to salsa and beyond.

PERFORMANCE

The performers in "DANCE INTERNATIONAL BAND" are a diverse group of musicians who come from all over the world. They have come together to create a unique sound that is both energetic and exciting.

The performance features a variety of styles, including rock, reggae, salsa, and more.

The show concludes with a rousing finale that leaves the audience wanting more.

The performance is a fantastic celebration of music and dance, and is sure to be a hit with audiences of all ages.
halloween!!!

It's Not Just For Kids

Cattys Halloween Ale, Rouge Dead Guy Ale, Heart of Darkness Red Wine & For the Point of Heart, Bar Harbor Blue Berry Ale. Don't forget candy for the kids!

Portland Wine & Cheese

Brews & Bites

MAY 12

Great Lost Bear

Mon - Wed $ 4.95 Pints & $ 1.95 Glasses of our draft beers

THURSDAY SHOWCASE

$1.99 PINTS - FABULOUS PRIZES - 5-9 PM

Thursday 10/29

S.L. McHenry Brewing Co., Portland, ME. The Legendary Oddity Bar will be serving this year's edition of Fall ales, pumpkins, and specialties!

Thursday 10/29

Bartholomew's Brewing, Portland, ME. Annual Halloween party with Richard & Ed playing their seasonal story!
Spectral sightings

A few months ago, the writer of this piece was asked to review a book about ghosts. The only one she read was a book about ghosts, but it was clear that Portland was being haunted, and the author made sure to return the book to the library before moving on to another subject.

One of the things that makes Portland so special is its unique history, which includes the supernatural. The city is home to a number of haunted houses, including the famous Haunted House on Washington Avenue. The house is believed to have been the site of a murder, and many people have reported seeing ghosts inside.

The house is now open to the public, and visitors can take a tour to see the ghostly images that haunt the rooms. The house is also home to a number of ghosts, including a child who is often seen playing on the stairs.

The author of the article was fascinated by the history of the house and decided to visit it herself. She was accompanied by a tour guide who knew the history of the house and the ghosts that lived there.

The tour guide explained that the house was built in the 1800s, and it has been a part of Portland's history for many years. The house was once a home to a wealthy family, and it was said that the family was involved in a number of dark deeds.

The ghosts that haunt the house are said to be the family that lived there, and they are often seen wandering the halls of the house. The guide also said that the ghosts are said to be friendly, and they often appear to give tours to visitors.

The house is now open to the public, and visitors can take a tour to see the ghosts that haunt the rooms. The tour is a great way to learn about the history of the house and the ghosts that lived there.

The author of the article highly recommends that anyone interested in ghosts visit the house. It is a great way to learn about the history of the city and the supernatural events that have taken place there.
LISTINGS

Perfornning Arts

ARTS ON CALL

from 6:15 to 7:30 p.m. at the Portland Public Library, 618 Congress St. David A. Lourie, 189 Spurwink Ave. (774-4922)

DAVID LOURIE

189 Spurwink Ave.

CITY HALL

E-mail: listings@maine.rr.com.

PORTLAND CHURCH

Memorists wanted for a writing group.

PORTLAND, Maine, May 7, 1999

Instrumentalists are wanted for the Italian Heritage Center Concert on Sun. Oct 24 at 7 p.m.

Parishioners of St. John's Church, Portland, for the annual Fall Musical, "The Dinner Game," directed by Rev. Ronald K. Bliss, 7 pm

PORTLAND, Maine, May 7, 1999

St. John's on Fri., 7:30 pm, "The Dinner Game," directed by Rev. Ronald K. Bliss, 7 pm

PORTLAND, Maine, May 7, 1999

Casco Bay Concert Band, an adult community band, is looking for new members. Auditions are available in video or film through archiology during one and a half hour walks daily. Al the Historic Portland On Foot: Walking Tours in Downtown Portland.

Portland, from 7 ·9 pm. Tues , Oct 26-Nov 30: "Harvest Watercolors" classes at 11:00 am.

St. John's on Fri., 7:30 pm, "The Dinner Game," directed by Rev. Ronald K. Bliss, 7 pm
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PERSONALS

WOMEN x MEN

30-YEAR-Old, SHORT, blonde/blue, Old drugs or ex-wives. ..85017

fessiooal, passiooate, intellectual, attractive Man, 40-50, to share hiking, skiing, biking. I enjoy run-

I have a good me , but am looking for a nice,

whodrives faster than 25 mph. Portland area.

AUmE quiet, butwel

more. ..a6881

ing. dining. arts, theater and homelife. Seek­

..a6315

and genuine love for life. ..a6905

romanoc. passionate, well-groomed Man,

30-42, professional. Fit Happy ... Zany.

Thissoneone should be a gregariousSWPM,

hea~ed!

anima~,

laughing. Prepared to

cos­

bricolage, aromatic, ~eshcoffee, plays, jazz

fishing. Here's the kind of Man I've beenwisil­

in life, defight in each day?

eyes. I'll cook, you wash ..a5004

HARMON'S -1/( BARTON'S

3421, W. Market St, Portland.

Sister Space

To add a name printing

1-800-448-1297

42nd Donation

PBG. 207-498-5723

PERSONAL TALK

SWM.

SWF.

S.B.

S.B.

GWM. gay white man

GWF. gay white female

W.M. white male

W.F. white female

B.M. black male

B.F. black female

G.M. gay male

G.F. gay female

M.M. married white couple

M.W. married white woman

M.F. married white male

M.R. married white female

N.M. non smoking

N.D. no drug

N.D. no drink

S.D. social drinker

B.F. bowling fan

W.P.T.H. willing to travel

ISO to search at

5.0 years old

S.O.B. sense of humor

N.H. - one done way

L.T.R.

true love relationship

TLC

puter testing case
Tomorrow Night!!
Keb Mo
Fri Oct 22
7:30 PM

Medeski Martin & Wood
w/Logic's Project Logi
This Sunday!!
October 24th. 7:00 PM

"Weird Al" Yankovic
Sun. Oct. 31 7:30 PM

Touring Scissors
Sun. Oct. 31 7:30 PM

Meat Loaf
Sat. Oct. 30 8 PM

New Show!
Saturday, November 1
7:30 PM

State Theater
801 Congress St Portland
Call for tickets (207)775-3331

Primus Antipop Tour
Incubus Superhead
Friday, November 12
7:30 PM

Megadeth
Saturday, November 21
7:30 PM

Central Maine Civic Center
Call for tickets (207)775-3331